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Mystically in Season for Scorpio
0-17 Degrees: You are in a phase of deepening the private roots of your life where security and
soulfulness rely on your intuition for guidance. Trust in the unseen depths of your senses and body,
they have more wisdom than the mind gives credit for. This important cycle of growth is one that is
setting you up for a certain strength and confidence to stem from—the source of what will bring
fruitful and harvest filled years soon to come. Any insecurity you feel is only information about
tenderness and nurturing that you need to open toward. Allow vulnerability in things that feel
confusing or irrational. Allow softness and empathy with those closest to your private depths. These
are things that will trigger your roots, that it’s safe to grow.
17.3-30 Degrees: You’ve come out of a deeply vulnerable place recently, where the roots of your life
were feeding in the dark soils of your underground private life. Insecurity sparked a need to nurture
and cultivate deepening and nurturing. Family may have grown, even, spurring a need to open
channels of sustenance for new roots. But now your root systems are strong and you are starting to
step up from the undergrounds into the light of leadership and creativity with confidence and shine.
A strength of presence that gifts you with the most coveted phase of growth where fruits are
ripening but the harvests are not yet ready to be gathers. A space of relaxed creative flair, luck, and
pure presence. Play, smile, love, lead, shine, command, be a diva. All eyes are on you as you lead the
zodiac in your time of ripening and weighted beauty.
Deepen. Imagine. Shine
June 21 – July 21
This season may bring more work and busyness to your agenda than you are hoping for. But within
the demands of your day-to-day, you will find a sense of rhythmic lifestyle that gifts your sense of
deepness and presence with new purpose. Be systematic, refine things that feel humdrum to make
them more efficient, and find a grain of humility in your rising confidence. Make life a challenge of
just how beautiful you can make the little things that are necessary. Give your routines and rituals a
new glow in how you approach them and mature them. Make your own sense of self feel its use in
how dutifully you can attend to the list of tasks on your plate.
Watch July 10th-12th for the heart of this phase for you.

Oracle Draw for Scorpio: Transformation
Because your personal ruler, Pluto, is in a tough spot this season (opposed the Cancer energy and
near the lunar eclipse), there are likely some things that you need to face or let go of. The growth
that this phase is indicating could feel downright scary to the point that you hold back, freeze, or
hide. Allow your difficult and vulnerable feelings to be present. Acknowledge them. Hold space for
them. Just this simple practice will lighten the uncertainty making room for courage to step in where
it’s wanting or needing to. This can help you make some potentially tough calls. Surround yourself
with things that feel safe as you let go of karmic baggage, making room for new shine that can
transform you as your star is on the rise.

